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Overview

The goal of  is to provide a set of enhancements in the JIRA Administration pages. It is mainly provided Alkaes JIRA Plugin Field Administration Enhanced
by Javascript injections in order to simplify the access to Field Management,  but not only :

View Customfields Screen
View Screens
View Field Configuration 
Add Permission Screen
...

Features

Enhancement around Fields

View Custom Fields — The enhancement in the View Custom Fields screen consists into the provision of an Expand/Collapse feature of Custom 
Field details. It has no more sense since JIRA 7.12.x, due to the new View Customfield page.
View Field Configuration — The enhancement in the View Fields Configuration screen consists into the provision of an Expand/Collapse feature 
of Fields details
REST API - Fields Configuration — Theses APIs allow you to hide Field from Field Configurations

Enhancement around Screens

View Screens — The enhancement in the View Screen screen consists into the provision of an Expand/Collapse feature of Screen details

Enhancement around Workflows

Colorized Transitions — This enhancement allow to have Colorized Transitions and also a better view of Normal, Alternate and Exception path of 
the Workflow.
Lightened Workflows Lists — The goal for the enhancement in the Workflow List screen consists into allowing a more quicker load of the list.  This 
feature is available only with a valid license.
Lightened Workflows Schemes List — The goal for the enhancement in the Workflow Schemes List screen consists into allowing a more quicker 
load of the list.  This feature is available only with a valid license.

Enhancement around Rendering

Add Permission — The enhancement in the Permision screen consists simply in a re-arrangement of list of Permissions and Security Type. Since 
JIRA 7.1.X, this enhancement is obsolete due the new way to add Permissions in a Permission Scheme through an Edit Permission Popup.
Administration Docker — This enhancement based on a quick Docker in Administration Pages allows to gain space for the rendering of the more 
relevant content of each of these pages.
Highlighting Administration Menu section — This enhancement allows to highlight the Administration Menu section.

Misc.

Some of enhanced are provided also or only through REST APIs.

REST API - Clear Caches — Theses APIs allow you to force Cache clearing.
REST API - Browse Filesystem — Theses APIs allow you to navigate in File System.
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